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Foreword
As this year makes way for the next, we are pleased to submit Crossing Borders' Annual Activity
Report for 2017 to the annual assembly meeting on 24 November 2017. The report is a concrete
documentation of the many activities that Crossing Borders has developed and successfully
carried out over the past year. These activities comprise: project activities; capacity building;
seminars and workshops; campaigns; public events; and networking activities.
Building on the CB 2020 Strategy that was adopted in 2015, CB energy has been directed
towards developing larger projects with strategic partners in Denmark, such as the partnership
with Jacob Holdt, the University College of Northern Denmark, Creative Business Cup and the
association of the junior high schools (efterskole). These partnerships are combined with
building alliances with key partners in Bulgaria, Finland, Germany, Georgia, Greece, Italy,
Lebanon, Spain, Sweden, Uganda, Ukraine, and Zambia.
The other core focus of CB work has been on the development and production of a
comprehensive Crossing Borders brochure. The brochure contains a clear picture of Crossing
Borders vision, mission, methods and activities. Produced in high quality, the brochure also
shows the need for Crossing Borders in this age of regression towards narrow nationalistic and
short-sighted political populism characterized by xenophobia and fortress mentality. At
Crossing Borders, we work to bring people together to learn to know, live, learn and work
together on equal terms. In addition to the brochure, CB has developed and produced
important education materials, magazines, newsletters, articles for our blog, roll ups and flyers.
We have further had implemented projects and had students from different corners of the
world. Crossing Borders has also recruited 50 national and coordinators in 50 different
countries across Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin American and North America.
In connection with the volunteer programme, Crossing Borders has in 2017 welcomed
volunteers and interns from China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, India,
Japan, Lebanon, Pakistan, Spain, UK and Ukraine. These have made our experience richer,
broadened our knowledge horizons, but also immensely contributed to CB's success in this
period.
On the occasion of delivering this report, I would like to acknowledge and express our gratitude
for the vital contribution and collaboration of:
1. The CB office team for doing so much with so little money. Your dedication and creativity
have been the best resources CB has
2. The CB Board for all the great ideas, work and understanding
3. CB Advisory Board for the innovative ideas and guidance
4. CB funding partners: the EU Erasmus + Programme; CISU; the Nordic Council’s Nordbuk
Fund; and Anna Lindh Foundation for Dialogue
5. Organizational partners from around the world
6. Jacob Holdt for your generous support
7. All Crossing Borders members, whose support and morale give the boost, so that we
continue to courageously do our work, and feel relevant.
Thank you all for this.
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Foreword
:Plan of action for 2018
The strategic priorities for 2018 are the following:
1. Mobilizing funds to stabilize a professional CB secretariat to run the organization and
manage all the activities
2. Developing a CB Hub for social entrepreneurship where young people can come and get
inspiration and mentorship to develop their income generating social projects
3. Continue developing the SpisDating flagship as a platform for storytelling and intercultural
understanding
4. Deploy the CB global passport App to connect and enable Crossing Borders members to
collaborate across borders
5. Take advantage of the free online platforms to develop and professionalize a CB
membership programme to recruit, benefit and retain CB members
6. Support and expand the number of CB national coordinators to spread the CB message and
encourage them to form local networks in registered CB associations as is happening in
Uganda, Lebanon and Portugal
7. Work with our partners Uganda Youth Network to implement the Youth Climate
Ambassadors programme in Uganda in the summer of 2017
Finally, I would like to reiterate our thanks and appreciation for the support in 2017 and look
forward to your continued support in 2018.
Garba Diallo
Executive Director
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Highlights of
2017
Great Debate Camp

Selected scenes during the Great Debate Camp at Humlebaek Skole - November 2017

Young Diplomats for Peace Ukraine and Georgia

Our project in Ukraine & Georgia attracted over 30 young people to an
international work camp in Kiev - September 2017
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Highlights of
2017
Crossing Borders Summer Party

CB hosted its members to an interactive summer party at Krogerup Højskole. The party was
graced by CB Patron Her Excellency Zindzi Mandella, here captured giving her speech

Youth to Youth - EuroMed

This is during the Youth2Youth training on migration, inclusion & diversity conducted in
February 2017 under the Anna Lindh funded project
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Highlights of
2017
ECO-HUB

Scenes from our 72 hour Sustainability jam held in partnership with Malmø Sustainability
Center and Malmø University in Malmø between 15-19 October 2017.
The event was also part of Crossing Borders Eco-Hub project in partnership with social
Business company SwIdeas and senior High School in Tampere in Finland. The event
gathered 40 participants together from over 20 countries from all over the world. The event
started with a whole day symposium on innovation, sustainability using the SDGs as a
theme, after that the participants were divided into 7 groups with the task to each choose
one or several of the SDGs to develop innovative and sustainable solutions. The group
members had different backgrounds in terms of culture, age (16-40 yrs), academic and
professional experiences. The groups presented their 7 innovative project ideas to a jury of
four members two from Denmark and two from Sweden. One of the Danish jury was the UN
SDGs global ambassador Rikke Rønholt, who was one of the initiators of the world’s best
news annual campaign.
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The 5 CB Flagships
(i) Youth Climate Ambassadors
This flagship is about mobilizing as many young people as possible to be protective
ambassadors for a sustainable global climate, through climate knowledge development,
advocacy and actions.
It all started in 2009, when Crossing Borders started implementing the “Youth Climate
Ambassadors” project, which focused on environmental advocacy, and has so far engaged
youth from over 40 countries. Building on this momentum, we do not want to stop when the
EU funding stops. We see great advantages and potential in empowering our current and future
leaders with the platform to make informed, and deliberated decisions about our environment.
But most importantly, we see an urgent need to for our environment to have ambassadors that
can talk for its sustainability, and defend it through different ways. We do not want to sit back in
denial and look on, we want to act.
The aim therefore, is to educate, empower, and inspire youth to spread awareness about
environmental issues by turning climate challenges into sustainable solutions. We want to
provide youth leaders with climate knowledge, innovation, campaign, and advocacy tools, and
inspiration to become climate advocates. Moreover, we want to promote intercultural exchange
and help create a platform for dialogue for people from all backgrounds. In the past, project
activities have resulted in youth acting toward more sustainable development, in form of
communicating their concerns to decision-makers, as well as developing socially and
environmentally responsible startup ideas. In that way, the project also contributes to fighting
youth unemployment.

Update so far: We are now planning a launching event to take place in Uganda in the summer
of 2018, where at least 18 young people will convene and learn together – on first hand basis,
what Rwanda has done over the years to become one of the leading environmental protective
countries in Africa, and globally. Embedded in this, is the possibility of visiting some of the
neighboring countries in the region.
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The 5 CB Flagships
(ii) Crossing Borders Global Passport
An idea that is within the core vision and mission of
Crossing Borders, the CB Passport Project is aimed at
broadening CB membership base, as well as connecting its
already existing global members in the face of rising
xenophobia. We believe that by showing our diversity, and
being an example of how it works out in practice, we can
change public attitudes.
In practice, the CB Passport is an app with a QR code that
CB members can use to find other CB members located in
their vicinity or in an area of interest around the globe.
Thus, the passport functions like a membership card which
members can renew online annually to connect to and
learn from other CB members. By this, we will be
supporting and expanding the ever-growing CB global
network and affiliations, contribute to building a dynamic
Crossing Borders community of young professionals, and
act as a tangible statement showing that we stand for an
open and respectful world where people are mutually
benefited by connection.

The CB Global Passport is ready for testing, and will make its use debut at this year’s General
Assembly.

(iii) Crossing Borders Annual Design Awards
CB ADA is a global call to design innovative solutions to globally pressing problems. It is a
competition that looks to instigate youth across the globe, to identify what they think is the
biggest global challenge and to design the solutions they deem necessary to solve it.
A panel of experts will then choose three
winners that will be recognized and
rewarded for the most groundbreaking
ideas that could be implemented in real
life.
It is a way of summing up on all the great
work Crossing Borders and other likeminded actors do across the globe, and
giving these innovations space to be either
tried out, further innovated or replicated
other places.
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The 5 CB Flagships
CB ADA also presents the opportunity for a global platform for young people to team up across
borders to contribute to the achievement of the UN Global Goals for Sustainable Development.
In specific terms, CB ADA aims at achieving the following objectives:
Raise awareness about the UN SDGS among youth to act
Promote, inspire and enable young people to pool together across borders to develop, design
and present innovative solutions to the UN Global Goals - SDGS.
Promote cross borders collaboration among youth, youth councils, associations and networks
Connect aspiring youth to relevant companies and public sectors for possible mentorship,
sponsorship and funding to apply/replicate the solutions they generate in a large scale

(iv) Spisdating
Spisdating is a Danish word that can
literally be translated to English to
mean “Dating over food”. It is also a
direct relative of the commonly used
professional term – Speed Dating.
Spisdating is aimed at enabling
refugee and migrant chefs in
Denmark to share their stories with
each other and the local Danish
communities through making food,
eating together and telling stories to
each other in a non-formal setting.
This Flagship is more necessary now than ever before, as Europe, and especially Denmark
struggles with facilitating the many arrived refugees and migrants to settle in their local
communities and integrate in the society. These processes are of course a steep uphill climb
given the negative social-political narratives about the new comers that have engulfed the
region over the past few years, therefore, we believe that it is upon us to change these narratives
by bringing people together instead of separating them.
The purpose of the flagship is to promote the integration of refugees in Denmark by
strengthening curiosity and understanding of each other's cultures and embracing the diversity
of languages, culture and food. Throughout the project, refugee families will be able to share
their culture and personal stories through the food, while Danish locals will have the
opportunity to meet refugees at eye level and learn more about their culture and background
than what is often presented in the media.
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The 5 CB Flagships
(v) Crossing Borders National Coordinators
This comprises a pledge to establish 50 Crossing Borders
national coordinators in 50 different countries around the
globe. The national coordinators are young professionals
who have all undergone Crossing Borders capacity building
program. The purpose of the national coordinators is for
them to function as focal points to spread the CB message,
provide information on the opportunities CB offers to young
people and foster contacts, collaboration and mutual
benefit across borders. Hence the national coordinators are
expected to play a crucial role in the development and
implementation of the CB ADA. As to date, CB has
successfully mobilized 50 National Coordinators across the
globe. Find them all here: http://crossingborders.dk/nationalcoordinators
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School Services
2017 has been a year of development in various aspects of our school services programme; we
have established new contacts in the form of the Danish Efterskole network, we have
strengthened our internal capacity to conduct workshops through staff trainings, and have
expanded our group of youth facilitators to incorporate a lot of new energy. We continue to
work towards the pledge we made in 2014, to become more actively involved in Danish society
in our work.
The themes offered in the school workshops continue to be of pressing global and local
relevance, and the migration and refugees workshop in particular has been in high demand
this year. The workshops demand a great deal of participation and interaction from the
students, and this year has seen hundreds of students across the country researching, reenacting and debating on behalf of different political perspectives. This month we also
facilitated the annual Great Debate Camp for students in Fredensborg Kommune schools, a
fantastic weekend of active discussion and engagement.
During the Autumn we have conducted a series of youth facilitation trainings, to forge a larger
network of facilitators who can carry out the school workshops and share experiences from
their own backgrounds. The training sessions have attracted a range of participants and
increase the rich diversity among the facilitators of the school workshops. The sessions also
ensure that everyone who facilitates a school workshop on behalf of Crossing Borders is
confident and engaging, practiced in public speaking, and has a theoretical background in
facilitation. Our new location in central Copenhagen has been instrumental in securing interest
in volunteers and making participation in such trainings much more widely available.
Our contacts and partners across the world continue to be of benefit to students and schools,
and this year we have been able to offer study trips for students to Ukraine, Turkey and the UK.
Moreover, with our ever-expanding staff and volunteer network based in Copenhagen, we are
able to offer a wide range of experiences and perspectives from across the world. We continue
to work with the aim of bringing the world into the classroom, and the classroom out into the
world.
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Volunteer Services
EVS Volunteers
As a certified EU EVS organization, Crossing Borders has continued to host and send volunteers
in 2017. This Autumn we welcomed Bruno and Maria to our team in Copenhagen, and they
have already settled in well to the Crossing Borders office and activities. With roots in Spain
and Greece respectively, Bruno and Maria have experiences with various projects and volunteer
work which they bring to Crossing Borders. So far they have been part of the facilitation teams
conducting school workshops, communication through social media, blogging, and have been
assisting on project management. We have also sent a volunteer to France, and have plans in
the pipeline to invite more volunteers through the EVS programme during the next year.

Volunteers and Interns
Crossing Borders has also welcomed various job intern, local and online volunteers from across
the world as well as EVS volunteers. Elie and Leo from Lebanon are currently working with us
on various projects, and planning new ventures with Crossing Borders in their home country.
2017 has also seen volunteers and interns from Denmark, Japan, Poland, India, and Czech
Republic. The contribution of people who volunteer their time has been vital in the
implementation of many Crossing Borders projects this year, and the energy which new
volunteers and interns have brought to the office has been a source of motivation for Crossing
Borders.
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International Projects
Introduction, New projects and Reach
As one of our key ways of programming, CB has continued to implement and expand its
international projects portfolio. Indeed, the period November 2016 to October 2017 has come
with six (6) new international projects – all entirely focused on facilitating a platform and space
for young people to engage in, and take central stage in framing policy dialogue and direction
in their local societies.

New Projects: November 2016 - October 2017

We have through this drive also added to our international reach – grounding our partnerships
in Denmark, as well as our common work countries like Spain, Italy, Uganda, Turkey and
Lebanon; while opening fresh partnerships in new project spaces, including Bulgaria, Greece,
Norway and Portugal. In all, we have established needs based links in 11 countries, across
Europe, Euro-Mediterranean and Africa, in just one year.

Countries where projects are implemented:

But geographical reach and number of projects are not the only key highlights for this
reporting period, we have also continued to reach more young people and plant the seed of
dialogue and peaceful active citizenship. By project numbers, we are set to directly reach at
least 1,089 beneficiaries, through whom as ambassadors, we aim to reach an estimated 3,000
secondary beneficiaries – directly or indirectly participating in our activities. As we compile this
reporting, it is worth noting that we have already reached 511 of the 1,089 targeted – and in
waiting for a roundoff come December 2017 to establish if we have reached the target.
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International Projects
Project beneficiaries/participants – since last reporting period:

Dominant project THEMES:
Across the six new projects, we have concentrated on two main themes, with 4 whole projects
directed towards Migration and Inclusion, while one focuses on Democratic participation,
along with staff development. This does not come as a surprise, it only says something about
the relevance of Migration and Inclusion for CB’s programming, and for the societies we live in,
especially in the past few years.
Europe and the world in general have witnessed high migration trends, with the UNHCR (2016)
highlighting that we currently have over 65 million forcibly displaced people across the globe.
In the Nordics region, we have seen a streaming of both refugees from conflict stricken
countries, as well as those devastated by natural and environment disasters/difficulties. On top
of this, Europe has also been faced the challenge of internal lack of a unified refugee policy,
which has both left local societies stuck in the mesh of political contestation and denial, but
without any real helpful reaction. Instead, we have seen border closings, hate speech and
tightened security, which has to a degree contributed to heightened xenophobia and
restlessness among local European societies due to a proliferation of refugee and migrants. By
CB terms, we cannot just sit back and watch. There must be something we can do with such a
complex situation, thus the major level of fundraising towards projects to do with migration
and inclusion.
But we are also focusing greatly on Democratic participation of young people, and Ecoentrepreneurship for a more sustainable world. In relation to both these themes, it is estimated
that more that 50% of future refugees and migrations will be triggered by climate related
catastrophes, and we can already see these taking shape. At CB, we believe that however small
an effort is, several of these can lead to a bigger effort worth of changing something. We are
thus actively thinking about climate actions project – which also hugely dominated our efforts
for the previous reporting year (2015 – 2016), and remains part of our mainstream agenda.
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International Projects
Furthermore, we also see a strong correlation between or among the issues of migration,
conflict, climate action and the citizenry right to decide which policies are best for the common
good of our societies. Reports on migrants from North and Central Africa reveal that over 60% of
those that make it to the shores of Europe are moving because of; either political insurgency
instigated by non-democratic leadership tendencies in their countries, or lack of economic
possibilities back home, again, a situation created by non-democratic distribution of resources
and opportunities. At CB, we believe that all people should have the right, space and possibility
to peacefully and actively gain access to participation in their local democracy – through which
they can be part of deciding what is best for their country, and for the common good of all.
Therefore, emphasizing Democratic participation in our programing.

Projects Key Themes covered:
Project period 2016-2017

Project period January 2015-2017
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International Projects
Project Highlights
Vocational Education and Training (VET) opportunities for migrants and refugees:
This objective of this Erasmus+ project, is to
support the creation, improvement, and
wider dissemination of support schemes for
migrant entrepreneurs. It focuses on
facilitating mutual learning, the exchange of
experiences and good practices, the
exploitation of synergies and the emergence
of strategic collaboration. To that end,
potential entrepreneurs among immigrant
and refugee populations will be identified,
and then supported through training courses
and mentoring schemes. These activities will
take place with an aim of helping
immigrants to become self-employed and
build a successful enterprise, either profitgenerating and/or with social objectives.
Through the project, we will also create materials to improve immigrants’ skills and competencies,
among others to offer new methodologies for fast language courses to improve proficiency in host
country languages. Other materials include comprehensive packages of support services, ranging
from counselling, networking, administrative and legal services. We will further produce research
and an eBook of best practices, a target groups report, an online course, a guide for migrant
entrepreneurs, and a toolkit for VET for migrants’ providers. Through this project, we will connect
networks of entrepreneurs and mainstream business associations and raise awareness about
entrepreneurial opportunities for immigrants.
The project started in September 2017 and has a duration of 2 years and 4 months. Ultimately, we
expect to reach some 20,000 persons directly and indirectly. Directly, we will be working with 120
to 210 immigrants plus 75 online learners, while we will also be conducting interviews and focus
groups with relevant stakeholders in the local communities. Beyond this group, through our
dissemination activities and project products, we intend to reach many more people who will
continue to benefit from the materials produced beyond the life of the project.
Project partners include NGOs from across Europe, and particularly from countries seeing a large
influx of immigrants and refugees. All project partners are also knowledgeable and very
experienced within this focus area. Along with Crossing Borders, there are 5 other project partners:
Youth Europe Service (YES) from Italy; NC Future Now from Bulgaria; Mine Vaganti based in Italy;
Agifodent in Spain; and the University of Thessaly in Greece.
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International Projects
Youth SDGs Awareness through Debate - Uganda

This project is about mobilizing young people (youths) in high schools, and the entire high schools’
system to pay more focus on the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) agenda. We want
to do this by:
Raising awareness about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) among marginalized
young people in rarely reached high schools in central Uganda.
Mobilizing young people, teachers, and schools at large to play a more active role in working
with and monitoring SDGs implementation, and;
Building the capacity – skills of individuals, students, teachers, schools clubs to engage with
SDGs.
To aid a more entrenched approach, we will do this through a debate approach – building on skills
in rhetorics and critical thinking and analysis, to build a foundation and capacity for the
participants to more pro-actively engage with the policy dimension that the SDGs fall under.

Eco-Hub “The Eco Entrepreneurship Knowledge Hub”
Throughout the course of 18 months we have
developed the first three in collaboration
with our partners Swideas from Sweden and
Kalevan Lukio from Finland. We have also
conducted a number of workshops and short
learning mobility programs for potential
green entrepreneurs, during which they got
inspiration from well-established ecoentrepreneurs who presented their ideas and
offered mentoring through various activities.
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International Projects
Following the workshops, three Multiplier Events in all partner countries took place. They created
and spread awareness about the environmental challenges, encouraged students to reflect on why
there is a need for more eco-entrepreneurship, as well as engaged them in debate sessions to
provoke critical thinking and enrich argumentative skills, which are essential in introducing a new
idea. During the events, well established entrepreneurs such as Simona Uvarovaite who works with
recycled denim and Eric Clarke who owns an ecological cleaning company, presented their
businesses and inspired project participants to enter a discussion. The Multiplier Events also gave a
chance to the students to visit various eco-friendly industries around to get inspired from. Last, but
not least, youth participated in various simulations, such as one called ‘Visions of the Future’, where
they focused on the creation of ideas for urban development from a bottom-up perspective within
which they were given different challenges to adapt their project/event ideas throughout the
game.
Recently we organized a Sustainability Jam
in Malmo where our partners Swideas,
Malmo Hallbarhetscenter and Kalevan Lukio
collaborated towards a symposium where
the participants were given an opportunity
to create their business ideas over a period of
three days and pitch them in front of the
judges in a mock ‘Shark Tank’ scenario. It was
a great opportunity to experience how one
performs a business pitch in front of
investors. During the next year we will
continue to provide support to the young
people with green and social business ideas.
Furthermore, we will complete the last Intellectual Output (IO4) which is an online resource both
for the aspiring eco-entrepreneurs to help realize their dreams and for the mentors to be able to
properly facilitate them. In May 2018, an Innovation Market Place is set to be organized which will
call for these budding entrepreneurs to further mold them into entrepreneurs and build their
entrepreneurialism functioning runway.

Keeping the Promise in Uganda, and Youth for Peace in Zambia:
Within the framework of our Governance these, we have in both
Uganda and Zambia been part of facilitating youths’ peaceful
participation in the countries’ past general elections, as well as
setting a platform for the youths in these countries to influence
their policies. In both countries, youths have developed allinclusive youth Manifestos – carrying pertinent issues for youth
empowerment, and successfully lobbied different policy
stakeholders to adopt and front these as central youth policy
inputs.
The project in Uganda is now concluded with all reports and project outputs available on the
project website: www.crossingborders.dk/projectsevents. While Youth for Peace Zambia is in its
rounding off phase, awaiting a final report and final financial audit from our partners.
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International Projects
Youth to Youth (Y2Y) – EuroMed:
“Deliberations and sharing of experiences on the current Mediterranean Refugee and
Migrant Crisis: its challenges, impacts and opportunities”
On the Migration and Inclusion level, 33 young people from Denmark, Sweden, Lebanon and
Turkey, have gotten tools to engage with issues of migration and social inclusion, and how to work
with or talk about these, at general society level in the light of growing xenophobia across the
region.
Most importantly, youths have
through connection to schools
and local society clubs gained
platforms for mobilization of other
young people to rally behind more
socially diverse societies, that
harness differences as an
advantage as opposed to seeing
this as a problem. You can read
more about the project on our
projects website.

Young Diplomats for Peace – Ukraine and Georgia:
Our Peace and conflict transformation oriented project in Georgia and Ukraine has seen
engagement of over 100 young people in analyzing what the conflict filled pasts of these countries
has been like, and developing – thinking through possibilities for a peaceful future. We have also
engaged policy makers and the wider CSO networks in both countries, and we can already feel
that enthusiasm for more engagement is growing.
Our partners have been able to read the local
context and adjusted several aspects to optimize
the project objectives. Alternative-V for example
has – increased the project location scope to three
more regions to reach a wider coverage in the
country, this opening for more secondary
stakeholders. APD in Georgia has also retailored
the CSO networking events into even bigger
workshops for stakeholders from all sectors – both
public and private, to garner support for inclusion
of non-formal education curricula in public
secondary schools.
Alternative-V have also gone into a special partnership with a local organization to extend the
project’s youth trainings to a forth region of Ukraine. This was a result of the partner organization
finding our project relevant to their target groups and thus engaging Alternative-V to fill the gap.
APD has also reached a partnership agreement with World Vision Georgia to extend aspects of our
project to the latter’s audiences. WVG is covering the budget part of this scope expansion, they just
want to include the peace education modules in their coverage.
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CB Events and Products 2017
The achievements of CB are :

The Crossing Borders Brochure
The development, design and publication of a comprehensive brochure. The brochure contained
CB history, vision, mission, programmes and methods. As a CB production, the content of the
brochure was written in Denmark, proof-read in the US, designed in Uganda and finally published
in Denmark for distribution across the globe both online and in print.
The brochure is available for downloading from Crossing Borders website free of charge.
The design and printing of two high quality roll ups and other information materials. One of the
roll ups is about CB membership and other is on the UN global goals.
We have also across different projects produced various publications including:
Stories from THE EuroMed compilation – A product of the Anna Lindh funded project
“Youth2Youth for a sustainable EuroMed”.
*[http://youth2youth.crossingborders.dk/youth2youth-euromed/key-results/]
UYONET Training Guide for Youth Peer Educators in Dialogue for Peace and Nation Building
Youth Guiding Booklet on Policy Analysis and Evidence Based Advocacy
Youth Guiding Booklet on Conflict Resolution and Management
Uganda National Youth Manifesto 2016 – 2021
*[http://keepingthepromise.crossingborders.dk/key-outputs/]

The Crossing Borders School Services Booklet
The development of a compendium of Crossing Borders school services booklet. The book is
produced in two version. One for primary schools and the other for high schools in Denmark. The
booklet contains detailed designed of six workshop modules on the key pressing global issues of
our time. The modules are:
Migration and refugee issues
Climate challenges and solutions
The UN Global Goals – SDGS
Peace and conflict
The Global Hotspots
Green entrepreneurship starts

The Global studies class at Krogerup Højskole
This year we have had two packed semesters on the Crossing Borders Global Studies course at
Krogerup Højskole. 30 students from across the world have lived, studied and travelled together,
within the framework of sustainability, and being a global citizen. Topics have ranged from
globalisation and the media, to peace and conflict, the environment, and sustainable innovation
projects. The courses have provided opportunities for the students to step out of their comfort
zones, connect across cultural lines, and to discuss and experience globally relevant topics.
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CB Events and Products 2017
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CB Events and Products 2017
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CB Events and Products 2017
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CB Events and Products 2017
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The way forward...
Strategic priorities for 2018
The year 2017 has been busy at CB. This is thanks to the introduction of the CB
flagships agenda (Youth Climate Ambassadors, CB Global Passport, CB Annual Design
Awards (CB ADA), 50 CB National Coordinators and Spisdating), alongside our four
traditional programs (Global School Services, Volunteer Program, International Projects
& CB Global Studies). These two programming components are starting to settle
together, and becoming more and more natural to run side by side, and we will
continue working on achieving these in 2018. Specifically, we will focus our energies
on:
1. Expansion of School Services:
Like the past year, we want to continue building on local activities to reach out to more
youth and educators in local municipalities. As reported before, we have already
gotten a good footing with the Efterskole Association, through which we will offer
workshops on SDGs, and Refugees and Migration for the spring semester to all
association schools that will call on us. We will also keep seeking out more Kommunes
and individual schools to join in, as well as connect these with opportunities arising
from our other programs, like the international projects where students and teachers
get the possibility to travel abroad and broaden their horizon.
We will also continue to develop our team of youth facilitators, so that we can further
optimize the quality of workshops and delivery methods we apply in the field, while
building young people’s talents, skills, local networks and job market experience..
This coming year, the key workshops we will offer to schools include:
1) Democracy and Europe,
2) Global Hotspots,
3) Refugees and Immigration
4) Social and Green Entrepreneurship, and
5) Human Rights and the UN Sustainable Development Goals
You can find further information about these in our School Services catalogue
downloadable from our website.
2. Youth Climate Ambassadors
We attempted to evolve our Youth Climate Ambassadors project into a global annual
learning conference/workshop, where interested participants would apply and meet
up in an exemplary country and learn together.
Working with the Rwanda embassy in the Nordics, our target was Kigali, Rwanda given
the country’s huge strides in environmental protection. As it is known, the time frame
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was short, so we decided to postpone this to July 2018 – this time with a thought of hosting it
in Uganda, where we have worked on supportive partnerships for this platform. Planning this
will take up most of the start of 2018 and we hope to succeed at domesticating and
implementing this.

3. CB Passport Project
The CB passport has also taken longer strides towards set-up completion, and soon this should
be unveiled to the CB community as platform for virtual connectivity and further opening of
borders. Indeed, once all platforms are in place, we want to make 2018 the year where this
goes viral.

4. Crossing Borders Annual Design Awards

Our CB ADA are also towards formalization, and we will put even more work in this in the year
2018. As of now, we have now zeroed on securing partnerships with among many; Creative
Business Cup(CBC), Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, MSC Groups, Dansk Design Museum.
UN Youth Network, African Youth Parliament, TakingITGlobal, Asian Youth Forum, Latin
American Youth Center, Leaders of Tomorrow – Jordan, Oslo School of Design and Architecture,
Bauhaus School – Germany, European Youth Foundation, and European Youth Center –
Budapest among others. We hope to have a success story by the next annual reporting period.

5. Spisdating

As explained earlier, this program is at the heart of bringing people in local communities in
Denmark closer to new migrants, and to hear each other’s stories in a more informal manner,
over a language that connects all cultures, namely; food. We have done a couple of events
around Denmark already, and 5 of these have taken place at UBUNTU, where we have seen
numbers grow with each meeting. This shows us that it is a great idea and platform, and we
will continue to put our energies behind its success also in 2018.

Ongoing Developments

Besides the above programs we as an annual routine will continue to work on the following:
- Recruitment of a professional staff team to run the office has started and is expected to be
finished by the beginning of next year: facilitators, trainers, event-makers to design, develop
and implement workshops, theme days, public events, fundraising and volunteer
management
- Continue to develop and manage international projects
- Accelerate the establishment of a CB knowledge and innovation hub

Funding Sources

The main CB funding sources in 2017 have been:
-- EU Erasmus programme
-- CISU civil society fund
-- School / municipal partnership
-- Anna Lindh Foundation of the Euro Mediterranean
-- NORDBUK
-- Membership fees
-- Other public funds
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For 2018, our intention is to
- Sustain and expand on the partnership with the current funding partners
- Diversify and explore new strategic funding partnership with private foundations that fit
within the goals and values of Crossing Borders

Conclusion

As with the past years, 2017 has also come with many achievements. We have implemented
more needs based projects, run several workshops in Danish schools, hosted and sent many
young people across the world, been part of many international projects and events
partnerships. We have found more innovative solutions within the inclusion and job market
possibilities for migrants – for example Spisdating, specific training projects, as well as Ecoentrepreneurships. But most important of all, we have enabled a space where people have
been part of a free dialogue on issues that are taking place in their communities, and in this
way, have been a part of setting the global agenda.
In our striving to realize the above successes, and priorities for the next period, we count on the
fresh ideas, dedication and hard work of our young volunteers and staff. We also count on the
continued support and good advice from Crossing Borders Advisory and Executive Boards as
well as our local, national and international partners. Indeed, had it not been for these different
stakeholders, we wouldn’t have reached this level of success. We are grateful for the continued
support, please also keep with us in the coming period. We look forward to continuing to do
our utmost to contribute to creating space for dialogue and to educate young global citizens
and leaders of today to enable them to build the world they want and deserved to live in.

